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precautions are taken they ultimate!) become filled with silt. India is
full of old tanks that have thus gradually been converted into smooth
plains which are now cultivated with the help of irrigation from newer
tanks. On the lower Heri Rud, where that river flows from Afghanistan
into the Asiatic part of the U.S.S.R., the authors once saw a dam behind
which the river valley had been completely filled with mud in a few years*
The river meanders this way and that, and keeps threatening to cut a new
channel around the end of the dam.
In modern projects., as we have seen, it is customary to combine irri-
gation with the production of power and with still other purposes. A
good example of this is the Boulder Dam at Boulder Canyon on the
Colorado River near the point where that river finally turns south. The
enormous dam raises the level of the river about 600 feet. It thus forms
a lake nearly 100 miles long which extends back through wild country
into the lower part of the main canyon of the Colorado River. The
water stored in this way supplies power which is used in Los Angeles
more than anywhere else. It also helps to prevent floods by holding back
floodwaters which can be used to irrigate the Imperial Valley and other
land along the lower Colorado. In addition to this the lake is a wonder-
ful place for tourists. On its smooth waters one can sail into the heart
of the vast Grand Canyon and explore an almost endless number of
superb side canyons with precipitous walls of black, gray, green, red,
brown, and yellow rocks over which hang sheets of lava that froze while
pouring into the canyon.
Methods of Raising Water for Irrigation. In many places the demand
for irrigation cannot be met entirely by supplies of water that flow to
the fields from mountains or reservoirs. The additional supply must
be raised mechanically from streams or wells. One of the most prim-
itive methods of doing this can be seen in Egypt along the banks of the
Nile, There the brown-skinned peasants fill buckets suspended from
one end of a pole which moves like a seesaw. With the help of a weight
at the other and shorter end they lift the water to a higher level. There
it is raised again by another "shadoof," as the apparatus is called, and
so on until it reaches the level of the fields. In India the most familiar
means of raising water is from wells by means of a large leathern bag,
suspended by a rope passing over a pulley. When the bag is filled
two bullocks attached to the end of the rope are slowly driven down an
incline, thus raising the bag, which is emptied into a sluice leading to
the fields.
These Oriental methods contrast vividly with the practices in many
of our own irrigation projects where the water is raised by efficient pumps
driven by windmills, gasoline engines, or electricity generated by the

